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Welcome to blom, a quarterly newsletter promoting built culture 

published by 26’10 south Architects. Each issue is curated around 

a particular theme, locating the practice of architecture within a 

bigger socio-economic picture. To ‘blom’ literally means to blossom, 

or, in South African slang, to ‘chill on a street corner’. Likewise, we 

hope that the ideas on these pages offer some inspiration on how 

design and building culture can positively help transform society.  

CONTENTS

This Issue

South Africa’s shortage of over 200 000 student beds is one of 

the primary causes for the country’s high dropout rates and poor 

academic performance. Like healthcare and schooling, privatised 

student accommodation has become a lucrative business 

manifesting in suburban rental rooms, containers, converted office 

blocks, subdivided apartments and more recently purpose built 

high-rises.  Ranging from outright slum lording to corporatized 

fortresses, student populations are treated as homogenous 

consumers, either left to their own devices or processed, controlled 

and isolated from society at large. This seems at odds with the 

expectations of a next generation of professionals to partake in 

and grow the economy, produce cutting-edge culture and course-

correct the trajectory of a floundering democracy. Thoughtful 

policies, effective management and student involvement in shaping 

progressive university culture can go a long way in meeting the 

needs of students beyond a bed. 

The spatial planning and design of student 

housing plays a crucial role in supporting the 

well-being and ultimately the success of 

future generations of graduates. 

Based on fifteen years of experience in the field of subsidised and 

affordable housing and the recently completed first phase of a 

student residence, we share some straightforward and practical 

strategies to stimulate a debate on what student housing can be, 

how beds can be delivered at a lower cost and how to add value 

beyond numbers.
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Ten design strategies

1. Identity 

Many student environments display little of 

the wit, exuberance or innovation young people 

bring to local culture. Like an innovative and 

fashionable outfit, ordinary building materials 

can be used in extraordinary ways to create 

places students can positively identify with. 

Re-thinking and tweaking some of the standard 

housing tropes can make spaces that are robust 

yet joyful, allowing for interaction and connection 

between people.

2. Scale

Proportion, scale and threshold are some of the 

most powerful tools at the architect’s disposal, 

but are hardly taught or effectively employed 

anymore, least of all when it comes to ‘racking 

and stacking students’.  Spaces that ‘feel right’, 

can be small and still serve their users well, 

making people feel safe, affording a stage to be 

seen on or a refuge from which to observe. 

 

Informal peer interaction, critical to the success 

of student life, can either be enhanced or negated 

through spatial design. 

3. Corridors 

As an artificially-lit tube of non-space the 

corridor, as a sole distributor of people, is 

probably one of the meanest architectural 

inventions.  

Not only does it induce hurrying past each 

other, it positively undermines the potential for 

informal peer-to-peer exchange. There are several 

simple ways to mitigate its negative effect, like 

a destination at its end, providing natural light 

(even if only in part) and introducing textures to 

absorb echoes.  Stable doors can create a subtle 

link between rooms and the corridor, adding to a 

sense of safety and connection without intruding 

into the private sphere of the room. 

4. Natural Light

The most common request across social, cultural 

and economic divides is good natural light. 

A top skylight company has commissioned a 

study that proves the correlation between 

natural daylight, productivity and happiness. 

There are many simple ways to enhance natural 

lighting, such as abutting a window (even a small 

one) to an interior wall or thickening the window 

reveals to reflect and soften light. 

5. Robustness vs Generosity

High maintenance costs kill the feasibility of 

any student housing project. But do robust and 

hardwearing materials have to kill the human 

spirit? 

Design that elevates the human experience, that 

offers something unexpected, makes life a little 

more beautiful, students happier and perhaps 

a little less likely to do stupid things does not 

have to cost more. A view, the sound of water 

and birds, plants, the winter sun… - these are 

all things that are ostensibly ‘free’ and can be  

amplified through design.

6. Furnishing

Making rooms as small as possible is a sure way 

to save on construction costs. However, ill-

considered furnishing choices turn a room into 

an obstacle course, especially when fridges are 

involved.  Simply mounting a book shelf onto a 

wall, above a bed, can make all the difference to 

that 8m
2
 sized room where someone will spend 

a lot of their time, get home sick and love sick, 

study, sleep and dream. 

7. One size does not fit all

Large social spaces feel empty when under-used 

and become unmanageable during peak events. 

Breaking them up into different types allows for 

choice, keeps spaces comfortable and avoids the 

rowdy aftermath of sports broadcasts.

“I think it’s interesting that 

leftover bricks were used. 

When you find out the story 

behind a building it changes 

the way you look at it and 

you can appreciate it more”

Brilliant,

2nd year architecture 

“In the old Barnato that 

corridor echoes, so that 

the person can be in 

room 1 and you can be in 

room 10 but you still hear 

them!”

Megan & Janel 

Bcom 3rd year & Bsc Biology 2nd year 

“I like the walls, it’s 

like a big painting 

made from bricks” 

Madimi Mulandzi 
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8. Mix it up

Student housing is more than a bed. The Student 

Housing Policy of 2013 stipulates minimum 

provisions such as laundries, TV lounges, warden’s 

flats, etc. The layout and design of these spaces 

is critical in how student needs are met. For 

example, laundry rooms - usually banished to 

a dank basement - present one of the best 

opportunities for connecting with others whilst 

doing one’s chores.

A whole range of functions and spaces can be 

designed to facilitate interactions between 

students, the forming of friendships and 

networks of support.

9. Integration

There are entire towns that thrive off the vitality 

of their student populations. There are student 

residences that are let out to tourists between 

semesters. There are old-age homes in which 

students take pensioners for their weekly shop 

or haircut in return for cheaper lodgings. While 

these scenarios may work in so called ‘developed’ 

societies, traditional village life never saw the 

need for old-age homes or crèches to begin with. 

So the question is why are students treated as 

a homogenous groups isolated from society? 

Should student housing not offer students a 

part in society not just as passive receptacles 

of knowledge, but as valued and responsible 

citizens? 

We fondly recall the student bar next to the 

entrance of our favourite architecture school in 

Sao Paulo. Not only is it the most popular space 

in the school (saving on studio space) – it is a 

dynamic inter-generational space of exchange.

10. Cost

Architecture, landscape, urban and interior 

design need to be integrated, especially in 

housing environments, in order to provide holistic 

environments, yet design services are often value 

engineered to a minimum.

Despite representing a relatively small part of 

an entire project’s cost the quality of design 

determines almost every aspect of how the 

overall project fares long after its completion. 

“I know there’s a lot of students 

that need accommodation, but 

I don’t think it’s a matter of the 

numbers, it’s a matter of the 

price. If it costs R60k a year and 

I don’t have that I’ll still end 

up sleeping in the library when 

there’s an empty room available.”

– Anonymous

“In my home we have 

just 1 room that 4 girls 

have to share, so I’m very 

appreciative of having my 

own space.”

Sebenzile  

3rd year mechanical engineering  

“Barnato hall is like 

Alex and the new res 

is like Sandton.” 

Lucia 

2nd year Bsc OT

“This new res is different, I think it 

allows you to socialize more with 

the communal spaces, unlike the 

passages in Barnato”

Anza 

2nd year Bcom Finance

& Tshavandekalo 

3rd year Bcom information Management 

Drawings by Thorsten Deckler
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Dalrymple 

House

22.9m
2
/bed

Sunnyside 

Residence

20.9m
2
/bed

Jubilee Hall

30.7m
2
/bed

College House

27.3m
2
/bed

International

House

38m
2
/bed

David 

Webster Hall

28,1m
2
/bed

West Campus

Village  

29.3m
2
/bed

Area / Student Ratio

As a rule of thumb, a self-sufficient, policy-

compliant residence with over 100 rooms will need 

to provide at least 27m
2 
per student. Whilst the 

minimum room size is 8 m
2 
, the other 19m

2 
 are 

typically made up of wall thicknesses (gross area), 

warden’s flats, study spaces, common spaces, 

circulation, ablutions, kitchens, service and utility 

areas, ducts, water heating installations, laundry 

and storage rooms as well as manager, caretaker 

and security offices. Double loaded corridors  

and dorm rooms perform best but do not suit  

all students beyond first and second year. 

Residences catering for post-grads are least 

efficient in providing fully self-contained 

accommodation with kitchen and bathrooms. 

It is possible to add 

beds only onto existing 

residences that have ratio 

higher than 27m
2
 per 

student. The Barnato Hall 

Extension demonstrates 

how this can be done for 

30% less. 

Barnato Hall

[Est. 1986]

[Add. 2018]
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Sunnyside 

Residence

West Campus Village

David 

Webster 

Hall 

 

College House

International 

House

Jubilee Hall

Barnato Hall [2018]

Barnato Hall [1986]

Dalrymple

Barnato 

Annex [2018]
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Barnato Extension

student housing

This extension, by 26’10 South Architects, to a 

student residence clips into the existing building’s 

infrastructure to provide an additional 150+ 

rooms. This is achieved by making use of the 

existing stair towers, thus saving on the cost 

of vertical circulation whilst providing a much-

needed second lift, additional warden’s flat and 

a raised roof terrace with  magnificent vistas. 

Open walkways, views into existing trees, the 

sound of water from a nearby pond and carefully 

scaled courtyards provide an airy and bright 

counterpoint to the double loaded corridors and 

inward focusing character of the existing building. 

With a national shortfall of 250 000 beds 

(according to the Department of Higher 

Education) this project demonstrates a way 

to deliver policy compliant accommodation 

whilst breathing new life into existing facilities. 

The Barnato extension was delivered for 30% 

less than a new-build residence by carefully 

integrating it with the existing building.

North Annex

24 beds

South Annex

60 beds

East Annex

Existing Building

370 beds

Circulation

includes lift

72 beds + warden 

phase 2

phase 1

New Internal Rooms

28 beds

Photographed by David Southwood

facade concept

Nationwide protests and debates regarding 

access to education and decolonization prompted 

us to explore a new institutional identity for the 

extension to the fort-like building named after 

a major colonial randlord. The strict budget 

meant using off-the-shelf, low maintenance 

materials and keeping the form of the new 

buildings as simple as possible. In contrast, the 

new brick skin was envisaged as a beautiful, 

richly-textured quilt. Special bricks, sourced 

from local Corobrik yards, are inter-woven with 

a standard brick, complementing the existing 

building. Known as ‘under the tree bricks’, these 

specials are left-overs of commissioned ranges 

that could be acquired at a substantially lower 

cost. The facades present an unexpected blending 

of existing textures and colours, rooting the 

extension to its particular place on campus. By 

sharing the design values, arranging training and 

maintaining close, hands-on quality control, we 

could establish a productive dialogue with the 

brick supplier, main contractor and bricklayers. 

Differences are often used to divide people. The 

quilt of ‘odd-bin’ bricks celebrates diversity and 

the unique creativity that can be bred under 

constraint.

Red 

Special

Village 

Antique 

Onyx Single 

Bullnose 

White 

Single Cant 

White 

Double Cant

Photo by Nic Huisman

includes new roof terrace
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Sound of 

water

Trees

Brixton tower Sunsets

Roof ‘arena‘

Laundry

Grassy 

slope

Bar

Views through 

Landmark 

Hillbrow tower

Heritage 

Bluegum 

tree

Conclusion

Besides building new, self-contained student 

residences, existing ones with a high area to 

student ratio can be extended, without having 

to add all the ancillary functions.  If the ratio is 

over 27m
2 
per student, new beds could be added 

at a lower area to student ratio as in the case 

in Barnato Hall. The further benefit of adding 

onto existing residences is that land is used 

more efficiently, especially when adding floors 

vertically. The savings generated can be used to 

improve the existing residence, adding lifts, new 

social spaces and optimising existing layouts. 

16

With a potential 30% 

saving on delivering 

new beds, the add-

on approach offers a 

considerable saving 

whilst breathing new life 

into existing residences.

Lounge & 

tuck shop 
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Need help?

In order to identify the viability of adding onto 

existing residences a high-level analysis needs to 

be undertaken. The 26’10 Road Map Report has 

been developed specifically for this purpose. It 

analyses the existing residence and determines 

the number of rooms that can be provided in 

relation to existing facilities and outlines the 

potential for spatial optimisation. The report 

speaks to the unique mission and values of the 

particular institution, its campus development 

frameworks and housing strategy. 

Contact us if you would like to find 

out how, using the simple steps 

outlined here, your organisation can 

deliver not only student housing, 

but actively improve the experience 

and chances of success of the next 

generation of professionals to lead 

innovation in South Africa and 

beyond.

Contact:

Thorsten Deckler

t) +27 (0)11 830 0220

f) +27 (0)83 544 9735

info@2610south.co.za

Web: 2610south.co.za

30 Wimbledon Road, 

Brixton

Johannesburg 
 

Photo by David Southwood

Photo by Nic Huisman

Photo by David Southwood

26’10 South Architects, Barnato project & 

research team: 

Anne Graupner, Paul Devenish, Thorsten Deckler, 

Carla Rademan, Carla Gaum, Claire Barry,

Kegan Stokes, Shani Fakir, Romeo Banza,

Flint Shongwe, Ilze Wessels, Tebogo Ramatlo

Consultants:

Landscape architect - The Landscape Studio

Quantity Surveyors - SBDS

Electrical Consultant - Eksteen & Le Roux

Wet Service Consultant - Black Dot Engineering

Fire consultant - Spoormaker & Partners

Structural & Civil Consultant - ARUP

Safety consultant - Comprac Gauteng

Contractors - Lemay Construction

Design & layout:

Jaco Burger
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Based in Johannesburg, South Africa 26’10 was 

founded in 2004 by Thorsten Deckler and Anne 

Graupner.

“26’10 south is a small practice with big ideas. A small 

professional team with a massive desire to meet the 

client’s need. An architectural firm with a universal 

future.”

Charles Davis, director of Lufhereng Project Office

Next in blom

The next issue of blom has the working title: 

‘A Big House for All’. It is due in March 2019 and in 

it we will be sharing ideas on the redevelopment 

of Johannesburg’s old, first-ring suburbs. 


